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bookdanysource:Home! He kept his voice low, but she heard the rage in his tone. How do we get home, sweet sister? They took our home from us! He pulled her into the shadows, out of sight, her fingers burbed into her skin. How are we going to get home? he repeated, meaning King's Landing, dragonstone and everything they had lost. valyrianpoem:asoiaf
&amp; got characters // pt. XXXVIII - Daenerys Targaryen (ver. I, ver. II, ver. III, ver. IV, ver. V, ver. VI, ver. VII, ver. VIII, ver. IX, ver. X) Fearless, Dany stepped forward in a firestorm, inviting his children. [...] Westeros, what are you? Home. But if he left, what would happen to his town? Meereen was never your town, his brother's voice seemed to whisper.
Your towns are across the sea. Seven kingdoms where your enemies are waiting for you. You were born to serve them blood and fire. [this post on Twitter] cappucosmic:I didn't expect to be so happy with this song. At ASOIAF, Daenerys is a young girl. He'll be 13 when it starts. The show changes her age, which is great, but I've noticed that her book fan
keeps making her a sexy, adult adult woman. When you read books, his immaturity is clear. He is forced to grow up and confuse himself, but he is still undeniably a child. I wanted to draw a fantasy about him, where he's a kid. I also love that in books he wears watches in his hair for his winnings, as Dothraki khals does. He's still khaleesi. Deannabeeart:Quite
pleased with how this  danystormbrn: Not since their half-remembered days of braavos when he lived in the house with a red door, had he been as happy. — Daenerys X, Dancing with Dragons is good: I want to protect you, but ... It's so hard. To be strong. I don't always know what I'm supposed to do. I need to know. They only have me. I am the queen
... Nniiden... ...... Mom, whispered Missandei. Mother to dragons. Dany trembled. Not. Mother to all of us. anrimart:I November was Targaryen's month, so here's daenerys wrapped in their junkie to celebrate! Jrrtolkiens:That's when they lived in Braavos, a big house with a red door. Dany had her own room with a lemon tree outside the window. By the time
Ser Willem was dead, the servants had stolen the little money they had left, and soon after they had been let out of the big house. Dany had cried when the red door closed behind them forever. (Source: frodo backpack) winelover1989:leebrontide:headspace-hotel:commonly known that there are different intelligences, and it should follow that there are
different types of stupidity, but this fact seems less well known. Anyway, here's the resource himbos and classic book intelligent but not common/practical sense: this is a character who speaks 8 languages or is phds or is a pioneer in his field, but can't cook macaroni and cheese out of a box or rely on a neighbour. As the title says, classic, highly qualified. the
book intelligent, may make practical sense, but is it anyway: This is a character constantly asking, What happens if... The answer is usually swearing and property damage. wise but classically stupid: this character hits you with deep wisdom and advice about life, but then asks how many feet a duck has . Under-strained and undervalued. wise but can't take
his own advice: This character gives you in-depth advice on life and then ends up falling drunk in a ditch in Florida covered in alligator bite marks and sobbing about his ex. They are perfectly even-head in advising other people, but all their personal decisions are just the worst qualified for exactly one thing: self-explanatory. kind-hearted and well-meaning,
but socially ignorant: tells his girlfriend that her dress makes her look rectangular, and gets confused as to why this isn't taken as a compliment, and then buy her a chameleon because women like chameleon, the right practical sense, but can't read the room: even-headed and good at what they do, but not a good diplomat. You call you an idiot on your face if
you question their practical informant no matter how important you are. not really lacking wit or reason, but no impulse control: it takes longer to load thoughts than the actions of this character. Hindsight is 20/20, but it's a butt instead of being lovable and socially intelligent, but completely stupid by the way: this character is cute, charismatic or socially savvy
enough to be almost anywhere. It takes a private, informal conversation for people to understand that there's nothing upstairs that goes smart maybe 30% of the time: it's a perfect shot, regardless of whether the ideas and ideas of this character are brilliant or terrible. They sometimes come up with something great, often enough to be considered a genius,
but often there's nothing in their heads but Tag himself, I'm #1. I have a master, novel and company, but the litter was banned from cooking for a few years because I set 3 separate microwave ovens on fire - all by trying to make easymac. Mark yourself, I don't really lack wit or reason, but no impulse control: it takes longer to load thoughts than the actions of
this character. Hindsight is 20/20, but it's a butt and not before rhaegardaily:Rhaegar Targaryen ‣ memory, with great loveTher comes the day when you raise your banner, half the Westeros will be with you, Whitebeard promised. Your brother Rhaegar will still be remembered with great love. [Storm of swords. Daenerys II] when Samwell Tarly suggested that
ordinary people decide who should govern Daenerys did with the Bay of Dragons) and all the high-hard lords and women laughed at him, but Daenerys was a power-hungry one lol ok crumble-90: The night is dark and full of horrors  lots of heart:This mother of dragons, this shackle, is above all a savior. | Tyrion Lannister [Dance with Dragons, Chapter
22] tyrion sender is not a favorite request from a few days ago here. I don't think the wording that asks for very lmao i more meant that I don't see nearly as many diehard tyrion stans (at least tumblr) as other pov/protagonists like sansa or jon and I thought it was weird Ask anonymous I think that's always the case with morally gray characters like tyrion and a
clearer cut figure like jon. That does not mean, of course, underestimating possible internalised ableism for the reader. But Tyrion has objectively done terrible things that have pushed fans away from him. jon is a fairly safe and easy character in stan comparison. No one looked at the girl:I've always thought Tyrion had to choose between bad choices that not
all readers understood - such as supporting Joffrey (bad) vs fleeing town as much gold as he can carry to buy a boat and live as a beggar in Essos (bad) - but you get a lot of people who say 'it's not a difficult choice, he should have been a beggar.' When you combine it with his one-sided bad deeds, ti makes Tyrion a difficult figure for many to defend. On the
other hand, Jon has to choose between good choices that not all readers understood - such as keeping a Night's Watch oath (good) or trying to save fArya (good morale) - and you get a lot of people who don't even see the problem with it. When you combine it with Jon's young age and his placement in The War of others, it makes Jon an easy character to
defend. I think people like easy characters. Look how they take Dany's actions and polarize him, he's either the perfect ruler or terrible. They do the same to Ned, he's either a complete idiot or a total martyr. When you get to gray, it is usually ignored, and some find it difficult to look at the character and accept that he is not mostly black or mostly white, but
actually gray. eleanorguthrie:and you know h e r o e s do the best l e g e n d s.happy birthday, @jennifers-bodys! ♡ Jon gave dany a side eye for killing a traitor and someone who actively tried to murder him like he didn't kill a 10-year-old for the same reason a couple of years ago, I just want OTP to be a happy ;_; YOU STAND IN THE HOUSE OF
TARGARYEN IN THE PRESENCE OF DAENERYS STORMBORN, THE RIGHTFUL HEIR TO THE IRON SEAT, THE RIGHTFUL QUEEN OF THE ANDALS AND THE FIRST PEOPLE, THE PROTECTOR OF THE SEVEN KINGDOMS, THE MOTHER OF DRAGONS, THE KHALEESI OF THE GREAT GRASS SEA, THE UNCEASING, THE CHAIN
BREAKER. - SOMETIMES I WANT TO PRETEND TO PRETEND. I'M PRETENDING. How to Train Your Dragon 3 ended with Game of Thrones. No comments. Comment.
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